Feasibility and incremental benefit of puffed-cheek 18F-FDG PET/CT on oral cancer patients.
The complexity of small oral cavity and intimate apposition of the oral cavity mucosal surfaces make CT identification of obvious masses difficult. Puffed-cheek CT improves the evaluation of oral cavity lesions. We used the puffed-cheek maneuver with 18F-FDG PET/CT scans to determine the feasibility and accuracy in clinical practice and to identify any benefits. Twenty-two patients with oral cancer were included. They were instructed to perform the puffed-cheek maneuver after a conventional 18F-FDG PET/CT scan. Two physicians reviewed the puffed-cheek and conventional 18F-FDG PET/CT images and achieved consensus about the cancer extent, location, and dental artifacts before classifying and grading the oral cancers. Dichotomous results of localized or extended cancer and artifact grading scores from the puffed-cheek and conventional 18F-FDG PET/CT methods were compared using McNemar test and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. P < 0.05 was considered significant. The puffed-cheek maneuver with 18F-FDG PET/CT was practical and had incremental benefits. The conventional 18F-FDG PET/CT classified 12 patients correctly as having localized or extended cancer, and the puffed-cheek 18F-FDG PET/CT classified 21 patients correctly. Puffed-cheek 18F-FDG PET/CT found a synchronous skip cancer and provided detailed cancer delineation. This method might reduce the effects of dental artifacts without undesirable muscular FDG uptake. Puffed-cheek PET/CT is feasible in the current clinical setting and can improve the delineation of oral cancer extent and location, with a potential benefit of reducing dental artifacts.